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Rumi ın Russia: A story of translation 

Natalia Chalisova 1 Russia 

l 

lT is generally agreed that the translation of a great work of litera

ture not only lays down the basis for profound research on this work, but - and 

it is equally important - shapes the image of the original in the receiving cultu

re. "Translation involves trust", 1 because the audience trusts the image. Regard

less of how well-versed he/she is in the art of translation, the reader stili invo

luntarily takes a beautifully edited book with the name of a genius on thejacket 

to be a creation of the genius' own pen. That is why translation also involves 

responsibility. A story of translation is always instructive; it brings to light so

me truths hidden not only in the original, but in the receiving culture as well. 

The name of Jalal ad-Din Rumi is known to the Russsian reader, but the trans

lations of his poems, compared with those of Hafiz, Khayyam or Nizarni, have so far 

been surprisingly few. As we know only too well, the ideologkal reasons for trans

lating or not translating even one of the greatest works from a certain literary tradi

tion are at times stronger than the aesthetic ones. In Soviet Russia Mavlavi's teac

hings constituted highly unsuitable and improper reading material from the Marxist

Leninist point ofview,2 and Rumi the poet was inseparable from his teachings. Thus 

of all the classical Persian poets Mavlana has received the least scholarly attention, 

and that, in its turn, was part of the reason for the modest amount of translations. 

1 Lefevere A., "Translation: lts Genealogy in the West", in Translation, History and 
Cu/ture, ed. by S. Bassnett and A. Lefevere (pp. ı 4-28), p. ı 4. 
2 See Lewis F. D., Rumi. Pastand Present, East and West.Oxford, 2000, p. Bı 4. 



1096 During the 19th century a keen interest in the religion and culture of its So

uthern neighbour, Iran, was constantly increasing in Russian society. So the first 

mentions of the Maviavi order appeared in the periodicals as early as in the first 

half of the century.3 Popular descriptions of Persian poetry mention Jalal ad-Din 

Rumi among the other great names, but do not give any sample poems. For 

example, P. Lerkh in his article "The seven stars on the sk:y ofPersian poetry"4 sim

ply mentions Rumi as the greatest mystic not only of Persia, but of the who le East. 

The story of Rumi translations started only in the 20th century, prior to the Oc

tober revolution, and it was a promising beginning indeed. Mavlana was introduced 

to the Russian-speaking readers araund 1906, when Agaphangel Krimskiy published 

the third volume of his History of Persia, its Literature and Dervis lı Tlıeosophy. 5 

Professor Krimskiy played a significant part in shaping the development of 

Russian Iranology. A Ukrainian and Russian Orientalist, he was also a writer, a 

poet and a translator and passessed a literary gift, a quality critical for any scho

lar when he/she turns to translation.6 

Kriınskiy's History of Persia incorporates history chapters on each period and 

portrait sections (on Rudaki, Sana'i, Anwari, Haqani, Nizami, Rumi, Sa' di) which ine

Jude an alıundant bibliographical survey of the European works relevant to the case 

along with examples of poetıy, mostly in the author's own translation. In the case of 

3 unıuıcKa .aepBHWeı1n (The dance of the dervishes) in Ba6olJKa, 1830. N' 103, 
p. 412; •.llepsHwıı-nmıcyHbl 11 ııepsHWH-Kpı·ıKyHbın (Dervishes the daneers and 
dervishes the shouters). c ıjıpaHu. o.c. in CeaepHaR n'leJia, 1832, N'N' 219, 220, 
221; «.llepBHWI·I-BepTyHbl H .aepBHWH-3aBb!BaTeJHIII (The turning dervishes and 
the wailing dervishes). 3THorpaıjıııtıecKHH 3CKH3. 5eptıb in KanedocKon, 1861, 
N' 24. 
4 n. llepxb, uCeMH3Be3.abe Ha He6e nepcıwcKoı1 no33HH» in Bu6JiuomeKa 
JIR 'lmeHUR, 1851, Vol. 105, part 3, p. 259. 
5 uYicTopH5l nepcuıı, ee ııııTepaTypbı H ııepsHwecKoı1 TeocoıjıHH», Moscow 
1903-1906; revised with ample supplements Moscow 1914-1917. 
6 Krimskiy was bom in 1871, Vladimir-Volinskiy, Ukraine. From 1898 through 
1919 he worked asa lecturer at the Lazarevskiy Institute in Moscow, Department 
of Arabic Philology and History of the Moslem East. In 1915 Krimskiy took upon 
himself the main part of the Iranian literature course and became the leading 
authority of the time on the Persian Classics. His lecture courses included Ara b i c 
language and literature, folklore, history of Islam, Persian and Turkish literature. 
He was the mentor of most prominent Russian scholars !ike A. Semenov and V. 
Minorskiy in Iranian Studies, V. Gordlevskiy in Turkic Studies. When the fıerce 
campaign of Stalin's repressions began, Krimskiy was discharged from all his 
posts and spent 8 years in disfavour. He w as arrested on July 20, 1941, 
proclaimed an ideologist of Ukrainian nationalism and deported to prizon in 
Kustanay, where he died in the prison hospital. 
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Rumi, the scholar chose to divide the description into two parts. The essential infor

mation on his teachings, based on Western scholarly tradition of the time, is presen

ted in the special chapter on Sufism in the second volume. In the third volume the se

lection from the Masnavi, glıazals and quatrains follows the survey of Mavlavi's life 

and works. Krimskiy used two editions of the Masnavi- the Bombey one (1851) and 

the Lakhnau one (1865) and had at hand the English abridged rendering of the Mas

navi made by Edward Whinfield? Whinfield, whose primary interest was the develop

ment ofmystical thought, paid most of his attention to Rumi's "experimental" (to use 

the translator's term) mysticism; he translated the theoretical and ethlcal passages and 

gave many stories and parables in short paraphrase. Krimskiy, in his own words (p. 

21-22), decided to act vice versa: to concentrate upon the belles-lettres parts, in other 

words, the stories and parables, and to omit the theosophy parts; he used to render 

only the most typical lines now and then. However, Krimskiy followed Whinfield in 

form; his translation is also made in lineated prose, corresponding to the lines of the 

original poem. The text basis for translation was, of course, poor at that time, but wit

hin those limitations the Russian rendering is clear and readable. It is also beautiful in 

wording and full of that specific "prerevolutionary" charm, which is nowadays lost for 

good. The stories from the Masnavi in Krimskiy's translation keep the numeration, gi

ven by Whinfield; they include "The song of the flute" (abridged) and 47 stories from 

the first, second and third daftar (some ofthem are given in prose paraphrase).8 They 

are followed by a selection from Divan-i Sharns (from Tabriz lithographic ed. 1863 by 

Riza Quli Khan), that is, 28 most-famous ghazals like 

y 1 _,.;;. ı$- ~ y. ı..;:.......... I...L:>- ~ .r" 

r 1 o~ y. ..; \.,bL ..:;......... ~ J'. r 1 ~ L, j y, 1...:;. if 

and so on. So me of the verses are provided with interesting philological and his

to ri cal commentary and others with references to the English and German trans

lations (particularly in those cases where the understanding is dubious). 

7 The Masnavi-i Ma'navi. By Ma u lana Jalalu-'d-din Muhammad Rumi. Abridged and 
Translated by E.H. Whinfıeld. [1898], ıst ed. 1887 [based on Lakhnau ed. 1865]. 
8 See A. Krimskiy, History ... , Vol. 3, part 2 (1914), pp. 288-352. 



1 098 Krimskiy stressed the fa ct that he had based his translations on the origi-

nal, but the ghazals selected by the scholar from the huge Divan-i Shams were 

mostly the same that had already been known to the European reader in German 

translations by Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall and Vincenz von Rosenzweig

Schwannau9 and English translations by R. A. Nicholson. 10 From twenty-eight 

poems with which his History presented the Russian public we can find six in 

Hammer, fifteen in Rosenzweig and nine in Nicholson's edition. 

Unlike his predecessors Krimskiy, divided his selections by subject. He 

was eager to give the general idea of Rumi's outstanding spirituality and the 

marvel of his flight above Time and Space to the Russian reader. The headings 

reflect, of course, Krimskiy's own understanding of the main themes and le

ading motiffs of the Divan-i SJıaıns. They are the following: "The man of God" 

(«4eJioBeKn); "Being before being" («npeııcyllleCTBOBamıen); "Do you not 

know what the Temple of God is like?" («He BeCTe JIM, 51KO xpaM 5o>KI1Hn); 

"The heart is the Ka'ba" («Cepııue- Ka'6an); "The soul of man is the only so

urce for cognizing God («.llyllla caMoro 4eJioBeKa- e,[(I1HbiHI1CT04HI1K 6oroB

eııeHI151n); "The program of tariqat" («nporpaMMa TapMKaTan); "The approach 

of ecstacy" («npi16JIM>KeHI1e socTopran); "The ecstacy" («Ha11TI1e-3KCTa3n); 

"The Pantheistic feeling" («naHTei1CTI14ecKoe co3HaHMeıı); "Impassivity and in

sensibility of the 'cognizant" («5e3cTpacTI1e, 6e3pa3JII1411e 11 6e3BOJII1e no3-

HaBilleroıı); "The hearing" (<<PaııeHMen); "Deathbed testament" («npeııcMepTHOe 

3aBelllaHMen); "From the soulless mineral to God" («OT 6e3):(YIIIHOro MI1HepaJia 

K 5oryn)). ı ı 

The translations of the quatrains or ruba'iyat presented in the end of the 

chapter (Istoriya, pp. 373-385) belong to Krimski's older colleague and teacher, 

Fedor Korsh, a Professor of Iranian studies in Lazarevskiy Institute and a man of 

letters who used to spend his leisure time translating Russian Golden Age poets 

9 J. von Hammer-Purgstall, Geschichte der schönen Redekünste Persiens, Vienna 
1818; the book includes 70 passages from Masnavi and Divan-i Shams;V. von 
Rosenzweig-Schwannau, Auswahl o us den Divanen des grössten mystischen 
Dichters Persiens, Mewlana Dschelaleddin Rumi, Vienna, 1838; the edition 
i ncludes the Persian texts of seventy-fıve poems, German rhymed translations 
and notes; see descriptions in F. Lewis' Rumi (2000), pp. 566-67. 
10 Selected Paems from the Divan i Shamsi Tabriz, ed. and trans. by R.A. Nicholson, 
Cambridge 1898, see description in F. Lewis' Rumi (2000), pp. 531-32. 
11 See A. Krimskiy, History ... , Vol. 3, part 2 (1914), pp. 353-73. 
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into Latin. Karsh worked with the Constantinople edition (1895) and prepared a 

small calleetion of rhymed quatrains (70 all in all in the 2nd ed. of Krimskiy's 

History) full of elegance and poetic witticism.12 Those translations age well and 

are stili popular, cf. the latest reprint in the Anthology of the Oriental Poetıy. 13 

Both Krimskiy and Karsh were professional iranologists with a profound 

knowledge of the Persian language and literature and of the Western scholarly 

works as well. Both were also gifted poets. Their renderings seemingiy differ in 

style but share a pioneering spirit and a sense of responsibility to the original. 

The work of those scholars marked the first and productive stage in Rumi trans

lations in Russia. Unfortunately, histarical events put a long stop to Rumi studi

es and to the translation activity. 

The second or Soviet stage of Rumi's translation started in 1935, when se

veral articles of Soviet iranologists were collectively published un der the heading 

The Orient. 14 The bo ok was published among the editions of the 3rd Congress of 

the Iranian Art and Archeology and meant to have an international response. 

Thus a small chapter on Rumi had been included, with a short introduction by 

Aleksey Starikov15 and some new translations, made by Starikov himself (from 

the Masnavi) and Evgeniy Dunayevskiy16 (from the Divan-i Shams). 

12 Reprint in: Persian Lyric Paets X- XV. trans. by Acad. F. Korsh, ed. posthumous
ly by Prof. A. Krimskiy, Moscow, 1916 (nepcHı:ıcıme ımpi1KI1 X-Y0/ BB./ C nep
CI1.11. 513. nep. aKaı:t. {jı. KopııJ, 110CJ!e ero CMepTI1 npopeı:ı. 11 BCTn. CT. 
CHaOı:ti1JI npo{jı. A. Kpb!MCKHH. M., M. 11 C. Ca6aWH11KOBbl, 1916 
13 Anthology "Poetry of the East", Vol. 2, Moscow, 2002, Rumi in F. Korsh's trans
lation - pp. 203-24 (AHTOJIOJ;"I151 uBOCT04Ha5! no3115!, TOM 2, M., 2002, 
PyMI1o CTHX11, nep. aKaı:t. c:t:ı.E. KOpwa, CTp. 203-224). 
14 The Literature af Iran in X- XV. Moscow, 1935 (BocToK. CoopHHK BTopoi1. 
Jli1TepaTypa YlpaHaX-Y0/ BB.). 
15 Starikov Aleksey Arkadyevich (1892-1962) graduated in 1915 from the lazarevskiy 
Institute of Oriental languages in Moscow. Proff. A. Krimskiy and F. Korsh taught 
him Persian literature. later he became a lecturer of the Moscow Oriental Institute 
(1938-1956), Moscow state University (philological department 1943-1956 and 
Orientallanguages department 1956-1962). He was the mentor of a whole gen
eratian of the Russian iranologists, for example, Prof. Osmanov and Prof. 
Prigarina. Starikov is mostly known for his thoroughly enlightening commentary 
to the Banu Lahuti translation of the Shah-name; his instructive article "Firdowsi 
and his poem Shah-name", included in the fırst volume of the edition (Moscow 
1957), was later translated into Persian and published in Tehran asa monograph. 
16 Evgeniy Dunayevskiy (1st half of the 20th cent., dates unknown), a gifted lin
guist and a polyglot, translated poems from different languages (Latin, Persian, 
Sanscrit). He was arrested during the time of Stalin's repressions some time 
before World W ar H and spent many years in prison. 



ll 00 Starikov was definitely an "old school professor" and he fully understood 

that Rumi was one of the greatest mystics and poets who ever lived, but in 1935 

he had to justify his choice for translation and to place the appropriate label on 

the chosen text. In the Introduction he wrote that "mystical insights of the Ira

nian Sufi poets are alien to the Soviet reader. But the works of Rumi occupy such 

an important place in Persian and all Midle Eastem literattire and his poetic ac

hievements are so great that one cannot exclude him from dassic Persian litera

ture" .17 For his translation, Starikov selected a fragment from the very beginning 

of the Masnavi (pp. 3-17 of the first volum e of Nicholson's edition 1925); along 

with Nicholson's text the scholar used a certain manuscript which he had in per

sonal possesion. His translation is versified and observes the double rhyme sche

me. It combines the reliability and careful approach to imagery with stylistic ele

gance and refinement. Unfortunately, the translated fragment is extremely short. 

Nine ghazals in E. Dunayevskiy's rhymed rendering stand for the whole Di

van-i Slıams in this edition (the translation is based on Nicholson's Selected Po

ems edition). The poems were chosen "on the basis of the most lyrical imagery, 

omitting many passages of a mystical, abstract and speculative character" (p. 

380). E. Dunayevskiy was a passionate lover of Rumi and a connoisseur of Per

sian Poetry; his smail contribution turned out to be the only attempt to transla

te Mavlana's ghazals into the Russian verse directly from the original, observing 

the rhyme scheme and keeping the exotic imagery. 

During the second half of the 20th century several other ghazals were intro

duced to the reader (around 30 in all) within select anthologies of Persian poetry, 

but the mode of translation had changed.It became thejoint venture of an anony

mous interpreter who prepared a word-by-word translation and a poet who did not 

know Persian (like Vladimir Derzhavin, llya Selvinskiy, or David Samoylov). Even 

if the scratch was good, the poet-translators stili were ignorant about Persian me

dieval culture and literature, let alone the peculiar world of Rumi' s poetry; in the 

process of poeticizing the scratch they ma de their ghazals in a classkal poetic idi

om that appealed to the Russian taste. The poets of that period tried to keep the 

rhyme scheme of the ghazal (that was "oriental" enough for the Russian reader), 

but they inevitably turned the Beloved into a lady-friend, omitted the incompre-

17 The Literature of Iran ... 1935, p. 379. 
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hensilıle and strange poetic ideas and substituted them for customaıy ones. The re

sult was good Russian poetıy with a nice and delicate oriental flavour. 

The "direct translations" of E. Dunayevskiy and the renderings of the poets 

made up the calleetion of ghazals, which was reprinted in many anthologies of 

Persian poetıy and was published in the famous one hundred volume edition of 

the "World Literature" series18 - a sign that an official image of the "lyric poet 

Rumi" had been created in the Russian culture. Tlıese translations of the ghazals 

stili stand for the whole Divan in Russia and are being constantly reprinted. 19 

The situation with the Masnavi translation was almost the same. In 1957 

(the year of the 750th anniversaıy of Rumi) several short passages were publis

hed20 by Michail Diakonov. A renowned specialist in the history of ancient Iran 

and Media, he was the second Russian scholar to make a direct translation of the 

Masnavi passages into Russian verse since A. Starikov; no furtlıer attempt was 

ever made in that direction. Vladimir Derzhavin, the prolific poet who used to 

poetise the anonymous word-by-word translations of many Persian poets, pre

pared his smail selection of Rumi's parables21 in 1957. This po etical rendering 

was prefaced with a strong and extensive waming for the reader that the poetry 

of Rumi is not limited by his Sufi teaclıings.22 This version underwent numero

us reprints, both in full (1963, 1969) and in parts. 

A new stage in Rumi studies and translation began in the 80s, when the 

ideologkal restrictions first started to weaken and then came to a full stop. In 

1986 a new popular abridged edition of the Masnavi appeared.23 Naum Greb-

18 Rumi, "From the Divan of Shams from Tebriz" (translated by E. Dunayevskiy, D. 
Samoylov, B. Zv'aginceva, 1. Sel'vinskiy), in LibraryofWorld Literoture.lrono-Tojik 
Poetry (5HÔl!HOTeKa MHposo ii l!HTepaTyphı. YlpaHoTaLtlKHKCKa5! no33H5!). 
Moscow, 1974, pp. 173-83. 
19 Rumi D., Ghozols; Parobles, Dushanbe, 1988 (PyMH. fa3el!l·l. npHT4H); Dj. 
Rumi. Lyric, Mosnavi(!llK. PyMH, JlHpHKa), Moscow, 2001. 
20 "Djalaladdin. From the Mosnovi. (Fragments)", trans. by M. Diakonov, in The 
Anthology ofTojik Poetry(!llKaRal!aLtııHH. Yl3 MacHaBH. <OTpbiBKHl. nepesoıı 
M. !lhHKOHosa. B: AHTOl!OrHH TaLtlKHKcKoi'i no33HH), Moscow, 1957, pp. 
292-299. 
21 Rumi. Parobles. Trans. by V. Derzhavin (PyMH. npl1T4H), Moscow, 1957. 
22 M. N. Osmanov, Preface to Rumi 1957]. 
23 Rumi Dj. The Poem of a H id den Truth. Selected Parables. Trans. by Na um 
Grebnev, word by word translations and commentary by O.F. Akimushkin (PyMH 
!llK. no3Ma O CKpbiTOM CMbiCJ!e. Yl3ôpaHHble npl1T4!1. nep. C nepe. H. 
fpeôHeBa. noı:ıcTp04H. nep. H KOMM. 0. <!>. AKHMYWKHHa), MOSCOW, 1986. 



ll 02 nev, a famous po et and translator, worked with a scratch prepared by the fa

mous scholar Oleg Akimushkin, who also wrote an extensive introduction on 

the phenomenon of Sufism in Iran and the role of Rumi and prepared a useful 

and instructive commentary. As translation achievements, Akimushkin and 

Grebnev's work far surpassed (at least, in many people's opinions) the efforts of 

the previous translators, but it was stili intended for the general public; Naum 

Grebnev used Akimushkin's reliable word-for-word translation, but he was far 

more concemed with the beauty of the Russian verse than with the reliability 

of his creation. 

By the en d of the 20th century several "secondary" translations from Eng

lish also appeared; the abridged rendering of Nicholson's Masnave4 and the full 

Russian version of Co leman Barks' Essential Rumi. 25 If C. Barks, who translated 

into free English verse, believed that "Rumi would have wanted his poems to re

sonate in translation with the culture of the target language",26 Sechiv's interp

retation of the "Barks' Masııavi" goes one step further. S. Seehiv added Russian 

rhyme in translation, and the "essence of Rumi" in his rendering sounds beauti

ful, appealing and quite unrecognizable. Those translations also helped to estab

lish Mavlana's reputation in Russia as a great Persian poet and a Sufi sage, but 

failed to provide the reader with the authentic works of the poet. 

Thus, despite the established image of Rumi as a poetic genius and a fasci

nating story-teller, his poetry really remained without an adequate Russian 

translation throughout the entire 20th century. lt is a clear case of a Great Poet 

presented in a target culture without his Poetry. Paradoxically, a rich translati

on history does not always change the result. In the case of Hafiz whose ghazals 

have been presented in numerous renderings and interpretations both in English 

and Russian, we stili witness the same unbridgeable gap between the poetic mes

sage of the original and the produced versions. The question arises as to whet

her the situation with all translations of works by great poets is always the sa

me. As Julia Meisami put it, "Do translators, by making the attempt, c6vertly (or 

24 Dj. Rumi. The Treasure of Memary. Trans. from English by L and B. Tiraspolskiy 
(lllK. PyMH, aCoJ<poaHwa BcnoMHHaHHl'ID), Moscow, 1998; reprint 2001. 
25 Barks C., Seehiv V., The Essence of Rumi.tronslotion, versification and commen
tary by Sergey Seehiv (5apKc K. CeyHa B. CyTb PyMH), Moscow, 2006. 
26 F. Lewis, Rumi 2000, p. 591. 
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unconsiously) seek to cut" the poet "down to their own size?"27 So what is the 

next step? What constitutes an adequate translation of Rumi? I cannot formula

te the answer any better than J. Meisami did in her article on Hafiz in English. 

It involves "the extreme density of language, which corresponds to a density and 

complexity of thought. (Poetic thought, that is.) These have yet to be attacked in 

any serious manner, let alone solved."28 

If Rumi did not manage to find his translator in 20th century Russia, the fust 

years of the 21st century have brought about a positive shift. The approaching of 

the 800th anniversaıy proved to be a helpful factor here, and an extensive pro

ject of the Masnavi translation was initiated. The project is sponsored by the Cent

re of the Iranian culture in Moscow, with so me of the best specialists on Persian 

classics among the participants. The first daftar has been released just recently: 

Djalal ad-Din Muhammad Rumi. Masnavi-yi Ma 'navi (The Poem ofHidden Truth). 

The first daftar (bayts 1 - 4003). Trans. from Persian by O. Akimushkin, A. His

matullin et al., ed. by A. Hismatullin, Petersburg, 2007.29 The work has been do

ne by a team of scholars from Petersburg, with the prominent iranologist Oleg 

Akimushkin and his younger colleague A. Hismatullin as the leading translators; 

A. Hismatullin is also the editor of the who le volume. The work is a philological 

translation (4003 bayts) of the first of the six daftars, based on the Konya ma

nuscript; the prose translation aims at literalness rather than elegance; it is line

ated and the lirnits of each half-verse are observed; the Persian text is also attac

hed. The detailed commentaıy aims at providing the reader with a wide cultural 

and intellectual context (quotations from the Koran, ahadis, hidden allusions to a 

hadis or a Koranic stoıy, idipms and technical terms, varian ts of previous interp

retations and possibilities of double interpretation). The main concem of the 

translators is exactly the density of language, corresponding to the density and 

complexity of Rumi's thought as mentioned by J. Meisami. They see their main 

goal as "creation of a certain matrix, similar to the English translation by R. Nic-

27 Meisami J., "Hafız in English: translation and authority", in Edebiyat, NS, 6. 1 
(1995), p. 77. 
28 lbid. 
29 llaflTbl aı:ı-.11HH MyxaMMaı:ı PyMH. MacHaBH-Hfl Ma'HaBH (ano3Ma o 
CKpbiTOM CMbiCJie»). nepBblfl ı:ıaqJTap (5aflTbl 1-4003) / nep. C nepCI1.11CK. 0. 
AKHMYWKHHa. A. XHCMaTYllliHHa 11 ııp., noı:ı peı:ı. A. XHCMaTyllliHHa. Cn6.: 
neTep6yprCKOe BOCTOKOBe.lleHHe, 2007 (448 c). 



ll 04 holson, which would generate the following Russian verse translations, mo re re

liable and preserving the sense intended by Rumi in the original" (p. 15). On the 

who le, the translation of the first daftar has been done in the mode of sacred text 

interpretation, the poetic dimension of the Masnavi left unattended both in trans

lation and in commentary . 

.As far as I know, translation of further volumes is now in progress; the se

cond and the third daftar are taken care of by anather team of scholars in Dag

hestan, with Prof. Nuri Osmanov as the leading author. So, hopefully, it isa mat

ter of several years before the gap between the poet Rumi and his poetry is finally 

bridged. And, hopefully, the 2 ıst century scholars in Russia will build up the ne

cessary strength to attack the enormous fortune of Rumi's Ghazaliyat as well. 

ll 

DESP1TE the scarce amount of Rumi texts in Russian, there is stili one with a tra

dition of reception. It is the famous beginning of the Masnavi, the N ay-nama. One 

can count at least seven renderings of the text, in prose and in verse, full and ab

ridged, translated directly from the original and based on intermediary scratch (A. 

Krimskiy, A. Starikov, M. Diakonov, V. Derzhavin, N. Grebnev, Banu Labuti, O. 

Akimushkin). They cover a period from the beginning of the 20th up to the begin

ning of the 21st century. These opening 34 or 35lines tell us about the separation 

of the lover, personified as the reed (nay), from the reed-bed, where he used to be

long, that is, from his Fatherland, the land of the Beloved. It has been argued that 

"this prelude to the Masnavi captures the major themes that appear in the ensuing 

several thousand rhyming couplets .... What the reed stands for in Rumi's life, as 

well as in the life of the poem, is an essential question in understanding both the 

Nay-namilı and the Masnavi."30 Whether the voice of the reed represents Rumi's 

Selfpurged of his self (Foruzanfar), or whether it is "The most Exalted Pen", or the 

soul of the deified Perfect Man, the disciple, Husam ad-Din ( according to Nichol

son), in any case, the imagery of the reed should be treated with utmost care . .As I 

am writing in English, I have not yet been able to give any examples of the Rus-

3° F. Papan-Matin, "The Crisis of ldentity in Rumi's Ta/e af the Reed' in Comparative 
Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East, 23, 18:2 (2003), p. 246 
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sian renderings of Rumi. Now I shall tıy to compensate for that by demonstrating 

the fate of just one line of the Nay-nama (bayt 3) in Russian reception. 

The third line of the N ay-nama caused a lot of controversy among transla

tors and commentators all over the world. It is deceptively easy in Persian and 

very vulnerable in translation. The line is as follows: 

The line demonstrates what the Persian critics call salıl-i mumtani' (unac

hievable simplicity), the quality considered by poets and readers as the greatest 

merit of Poetıy. The bayt combines at least three figures of embellishment in 

such a way that it stili sounds as natural (matbu 1 and not oma te (masnu 1. The 

first figure is an alliteration or tajnis between sharlıa and slıarh; the second is a 

"beautiful reason" (lıusn-i ta 'liij fo und for the specific feature of the reed flute, 

i. e. the small holes in its body. These holes make it possible for the reed to pro

duce a sound. That kind of desetiption has a long-standing tradition; the Persi

an poets used to find fantastic reasons for the technical features of the reed pen. 

For example, there are lots of verses about the tongue (zaba0n) of the qalam, 

which has been cut because of its indisereti on. Rumi extended this way of desc

nption to the one other instrument made of reed and able to talk, the flute. The 

reason for the cuts it has gôt in its breast is the pain of separation. 

But the line also suggests an altemative way of understanding. Si0na could 

po int both to the breast of the flute and to the breast of the compassionate friend. 

Hence, the third poetical figure, called iJıam ( making one suppose), a kind of amp

hibology or double entendre. Both meanings are equally important, and it is the

ir intertwining in the discourse that creates the poetical sense of the verse. 

Let us see now w hat has been ma de of that line in different Russian trans

lations. This comparison may help us to understand the achieved degree of un

derstanding Rumi on this "one line level". 

First let us quote the existing English renderings. 

E. Whinfield (1887): 

I burst my breast, striving to give vent to sighs, 



11 06 And to express the pangs of my yearning for my home. 

Here only the first possibility is taken into account: "my breast" means the 

breast of the flute. 

R. Nicholson (1925) 

I want a bosom tom by severance that I may unfold (to such a one) the pa

in of love-desire. 

Here only the second possibility is presented: "a bosom tom by severance" 

means a compassionate friend. 

The Russian versions: 

A. Krimskiy (1914) 

B CTpa.l{aHH51X pa3JIYKH 51 rOTOBa HCTep3aTb BCJO rpy.l{b Ha JIOMTH, 11HIIIb 6 

BbllllJiaKTb-BbiCKa3aTb CBJO ÔOJib-TOCKY no pü.l{HOMY ,lloMy! 

In the pain of separation I am ready to tear my breast to pieces 

To tell the story of my yearning for home. 

In this first Russian translation the variant "my breast" is given in the text, 

but the second understanding is discussed and turned down in the commentary: 

"I consider my translation of the third bayt as the true one. A. Gaffarov in his 

dictionary translates: I long for a bosom tom by severance,. .. Rosen in his Ger

man translation of the selection from the Masnavi put it like this: Ich such' ein 

selınend Herz, in dessen Wunde - Ich giesse meines Trennungs-leides Kunde".31 

A. Starikov (1935) 

5I rpy.l{b CBJO rOTOBa pa3pe3aTb Ha KYCKH, 

4TOÔ BbinJiaKaTb BCJO rope4b pa3JIYKH 11 TOCKH. 

I am ready to tear my breast into pieces 

31 History ... 1914, pp. 290-91. 
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To wipe out the bittemess of separation and yeaming. 

This poetic translation, made directly from the original, chooses the "my 

breast" variant in the text, but the second variant, also versified, is given in the 

commentary: 

0 KaK Obi 5! XOTeJia HatiTH KOrO-HHOYL(b, 

KTO, KaK 11 5!, B pa3JiyKe CBOIO Tep3aeT rpy.[(b. 

Oh, I am so eager to find somebody, 

Who, like me, is tearing his breast to pieces in separation32
• 

Cecilia Banu Lahuti (1983) 

MHe, BHL(HO, rpy.[(b, npOH3!1JIO paCCTaBaHbe, 

4TOO MOr !13JI!1TB BJIIOOJieHHOro CTpa.[(aHb5!. 

My breast seems to be stabbed with separation, 

For I would be able to pour out the needs of the lover. 

Banu Lahuty expresses only the first meaning, but the poetic idea is ren

dered quite clearly: the reason for cutting the flute's breast is to produce a 

sound of pain.33 

V. Derzhavin (1957) 

K ycTaM HCKpHBJieHHbiM cTpaı:ıaHbeM, xoı.ıy 5! Bcerı:ıa npHnaı:ıaTB, 

4TOO Beı.ıHyiO :>Ka:>KL(y CB!1L(aHb5! BCeM CKOpOHbiM cep.[(UaM nepe.[(aTB. 

I want to always press myself close to the lips twisted in pain, 

To teli all the broken hearts about the etemallongirıg for a meeting. 

N. Grebnev (1986) 

32 Vostok ... 1935, pp. 381-382. 
33 Banu Lahuti, V sad ya vyshel na zare ... (At da w n 1 went into the Garden ... ), 
translations from Persian Poetry, Dushanbe, 1983, p. 73. 



11 08 He OOTOYM Jlb Bbl nJJa4eTe OT 6omı, 

3acJJbııııas necHıo o Moei1 He,z:ıo,z:ıe. 

Is not your weeping from pain 

caused by my song of distress? 

Thus, in verse translations made by poets and based on word by word prose 

renderings, the original imagery is substituted with suitable Russian poetic die

hes. In both cases the original meaning is literally lost in translation. 

Akimushkin (2006) 

rpy,z:ıb [CBO!O] pacceKy 5l B KJJ04b5l OT pa3JJYKH, 

,z:ıa6bl BbiCKa3aTb 60JJb (CTpaCTHOH) TOCKI1/BO)!{,[IeJJeHJ15l 

I will cut (my own] breast into pieces because of separation, 

To express the pain of the (passionate) yeaming /desire/ 

The la test achievement in the interpretation of the third bayt is, again, only 

a partial solution of the problem, in spite of the fact that in that philological 

work the words "my own" in "my own breast" have been put into square brac

kets. The lack of attention to the poetical side of the text played a trick on the 

translator. The Russian version of the line is not open to double understanding 

and is not provided with any commentary, thus the "need for a friend" motif, 

which appears in the Masnavi as early as in the third line, is lost again. 

In my opinion, what a responsible translator should do is to suggest a 

translation that is open for both interpretations: 

I ııeed a breast in pieces witlı separation, 

For I can deseribe the pa in of yearııing 

and provide it with a proper commentary on its double meaning. Only in this 

case will the reader be able to hear the message of integrity at the very begin

ning, which, ultimately, is of utmost im portance for un derstanding the Masnavi. 
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